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C O L O U R 
P L AY

The runway has all the inspiration you 
need this season. Let lush greens, always-
on-trend neutral hues, and pops of spicy 

shades warm up your abode.

SECOND NATURE 
A change of seasons brings a fresh new 

approach to colour with it. While we often 
turn to Mother Nature as our muse for our 

wardrobe’s colour palette, this season 
we’re inviting the outdoors inside our 

homes too. Enduring neutral hues — such 
as Resene Navarone and Resene Del Rio 
— are great starting points. Partner the 
delicate neutrals with accents or feature 

walls in rich chocolatey shades, or 
introduce a vibrant hint of olive or forest 
green. Visit your Resene ColorShop for  

more inspiration.

SPICE OF LIFE 
Spicy terracotta, ochre, and 

cinnamon signal the arrival of 
autumn. But there’s nothing 
to stop you from embracing 

these hues all year round. 
Resene Hot Chile, Resene La 

Bamba, and Resene 
Moroccan Spice add a splash 

of colour to your chosen 
living space but are versatile 

enough to be paired with 
your existing decor.
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Colours are depicted as accurately as the printing 
process allows. Always trial your favourites using 
Resene testpots before making your final choice
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